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known. Moreover, despite the remonstrances of Muhammad Khan,
they refused to give him leave to depart.1 A whole year thus passed,
and when, after the fall of Qandahar, there was still no reply from Delhi
and no news of Muhammad Khan, Nadir sent him emphatic orders to
return at once and to bring whatever reply the Emperor might wish to
give,2
Without waiting for an answer to this message. Nadir set out from
Nadirabad for Ghazna on the 2ist May, 1738, and crossed the Indian
frontier, apparently at or near Mukur,3 a few days later. Thus began
the invasion of India.
Nadir nevertheless kept up the semblance of friendship with the Emperor
for some time to come, and excused his violation of the frontier on the
grounds that he merely wished to punish the Afghan fugitives. It is
highly probable, however, that his expressed desire to punish the Afghans
was only a pretext, and that he had for some time harboured the design
of conquering India, The almost continual campaigns of the past few
years had caused famine in Persia and had brought her to the verge of
bankruptcy, besides rendering it difficult, if not impossible, for Nadir
to obtain within her borders sufficient recruits to replace casualties and
wastage. He had doubtless realised that, under such circumstances,
he could not hope to succeed in his design of marching to the Bosphorus,
As Persia could not meet his requirements, he must look elsewhere ;
he could recruit the man-power he wanted from among the warlike Afghans
and Ozbegs, but it was impossible to maintain mercenaries without
money. The conquest of India, it must have seemed, offered the only
solution to the problem. The ambassadors whom Nadir had sent on
several occasions to that country must, on their return, have informed
him of the enormous wealth, as well as the increasing weakness, of the
Mughal Empire.4 With the spoils of India, he could raise and pay more
Afghan and Ozbeg levies, and so renew the war with Turkey ; besides,
by invading the Panjab, he would be following the example of Alexander
the Great, Maiunud of Ghazna and Timur, and thereby merit the title of
" World Conqueror/'
Another reason for the invasion, according to a number of contemporary
., p. 190 ;  the Indian historian Muhammad Bakhsh (" Ashub "}, op. ciL, Vol. II, p, 51,
alleged that the reason for Muhammad Khan Turkoman's prolonged stay in the Indian
capital was that he had become infatuated with a dancing girl there.   This statement
is not confirmed by other authorities.
., p. 190.
1 The T.N. (p, 191) gives the name of the place where the frontier was crossed as Chashma-yi-
Makhmur, which cannot now be identified,
4 Anand Ram, in his Tadhkira (Vol. i63(b}), says that " the train had long been laid and from
these negotiations (i.e., the various missions from Nadir to Muhammad Shah) sprang the
spark that fired it" He adds that the above was merely the apparent motive for the
invasion, and that the true reason was the weakness of the Mughal monarchy*

